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Abstract. Hadrontherapy is a technique that uses accelerated charged ions for
cancer treatment. The high irradiation precision and conformity achievable during
hadrontherapy treatments allow the tumor control while sparing the surrounding
healthy tissues. The improved spatial selectiveness required the development of a
new dose monitoring techniques. It has been proved that secondary protons emitted
at large angles can be used to monitor Bragg Peak (BP) position and the related
dose release. In this contribution we present the measured flux and energy spectra
for secondary particles produced by 12C He and O ion beams of therapeutical energy
impinging on PMMA phantoms. We found that the rate of produced protons is large
enough to provide the track sample needed for a fast online monitor operating during
a typical treatment with the required O(mm) spatial resolution. A clear correlation
between the proton generation region and BP position has been measured.

In this work we also discuss a novel hadrontherapy monitor (DoseProfiler)
whose technology is based on the backtracking of secondary charged particles and
prompt photons emitted during the irradiation of the patient, allowing for a precise
reconstruction of the BP position and a measurement of the released dose. The
DoseProfiler combines a tracker detector made of scintillating fibers and a calorimeter
built with pixelated LYSO crystals, for gamma detection and energy measurements.
The six tracker squared layers, built from two orthogonal planes of squared scintillating
fibers, will provide the particle direction information, while the LYSO crystals will
measure the particle energy.


